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3x Digital Collimators to Align The straightness of Line Laser Module
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Product Introduction
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Purpose,

Adjusting or inspecting the straightness of laser line to make sure the 
precision of Line Laser Module before integrated to final product such as Laser 
level.

Theorem,

When Line Laser Module is projecting the Laser Line in 3 different 

degree （－６０°，０°，＋６０°）but same distance, the 3 base point will 

be on the same line.
EX, Not Straight EX, Straight

（The 3 base point is unable to be alignment） （The 3 base point is able to be alignment）



Product Features - 1
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ＣＴＴＮ Product Item Others business Product

Using 3 of 550mm focal length digital collimator 
with high distinct camera.

Equipment 3 camera with scale target paper or 3 of focal 
length digital collimator with normal camera.

High speed for adjustment. 
The Line Laser is unnecessary in the same spot, it 
only need to be watched in the monitor.

Line Laser Adjustment Low speed for adjustment. 
The Line Laser must be changed to the same 
spot.

Automatic calculation of Laser curvature. 
Digital display without visual inspection, no visual 
error.

Curvature Analysis Visual inspection of personnel will definitely 
cause visual errors.

Software shows the instructions for curvature 
adjustment.
The experienced skilled personnel is unnecessary.

Curvature Adjustment The experienced skilled personnel is necessary.

4 times faster than normal product because no 
need to adjust the Line Laser in the horizontal 
position at first step.

Curvature Detection
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Its slow because the Line Laser must be adjusted 
in the horizontal position at first step.



Product Features - 2
ＣＴＴＮ Product Item Others business Product

5 times better precision. Precision Normal precision.

Don’t need Theodolite and Level.
Doing software calibration only for 1 min.

Target Calibration Need Theodolite and Level.
Taking long time to do calibration.

90% less space than traditional 5m target 
station.

Using Space 5 meters actual distance or use a 
collimator to short the distance and 
reduce the space used by 80%.

Using digital scale reticle to make the 
image more bigger and clear.

Scale Reticle Using fixed scale reticle.
If the picture becomes bigger, the image 
is not clear.

Unique Laser Alignment software.
Including multiple application software.

Application Function N/A
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Product Application
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Display the brightness value and width value of the 
laser to determine the laser beam quality

To practice Laser curvature adjustment only need 
30secs

Computer storage data, providing research and 
production analysis

Calibrate Line Laser module samples in 1 minute and 
keep them staying good in all time

Doing Laser curvature calibration only need few 
second, it’s easy to operate and save the work time

Setting different acceptable quality level for each 
Line Laser Module or customer request



Using 3 of 550mm focal length digital collimator with high distinct camera to make 
the Laser Line more brightness and clear.

3 of 550mm focal length digital collimator with high 
distinct camera.

high distinct 
cam

Ｆ５５０ focal length digital collimator

while the Laser Line go into digital collimator



Automatic calculation of Laser curvature. The curvature will be showed by number. 

Digital display without visual inspection, no visual error.

Line Laser Module inspection and calibration

Example for Laser 
curvature



Withdraw traditional scale reticle, using digital scale reticle to make the image bigger and clear

Using digital scale reticle to make the image bigger and clear

original image digital scale reticle, the image more big and clear

to enlarge

digital scale 
reticle



Digital scale reticle provide high precision, effectively improve the quality of the 
product.

Precision raise up 5 times

Precision can be
０.０１ｍｍ



The space is reduced 90% by using digital collimator.

90% less space than traditional 5m target station

traditional 5m target station Digital collimator target station can reduce 90% space using

５m

５m

５m

６０°
６０°

６０° ６０°
0.7m

0.7m

0.7m



The Laser Alignment software

 Software shows the instructions for Line Laser curvature adjustment

 High speed for Line Laser curvature inspection

 Using software to calibrate Line Laser Module

 Showing Line Laser Module brightness and width

 Computer storage data

 Setting different acceptable quality level for each Line Laser Module or customer request

 Others multiple function

Unique Laser Alignment software
Including multiple application software



Unique Laser Alignment software - 1

1. Software shows the instructions for Line Laser curvature adjustment

instruction for Line Laser 
curvature adjustment 
（EX：the 2 screw under the 
Line Laser Module）



Unique Laser Alignment software - 2

2. High speed for Line Laser curvature inspection.

If the Line Laser of right side , left side and the middle one are in the monitor, it can be calibration. Don’t      need 
to be alignment, the time for inspection reduce a lot.

Left side beam

Middle beam

Right side beam



Unique Laser Alignment software - 3

3. Using software to calibrate Line Laser Module.
The software including algorithm to calibrate Line Laser Module for keep it in the best condition.

software including 
algorithm



Unique Laser Alignment software - 4

4. Showing Line Laser Module brightness and width for getting Laser Line quality.

Different angle
（-60°，0 °，+60 ° ）
digital collimator 
brightness

Different angle
（ -60°，0 ° ，+60 ° ）
digital collimator width



Unique Laser Alignment software - 5

5. Computer storages data.
Saving Line Laser module data to improve production process. Using data to communicate with customer.



Unique Laser Alignment software - 6

6. Setting different acceptable quality level for each Line Laser Module or customer request.

Setting different acceptable 
quality level


